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Introduction. This course will allow you to respond to IELTS composing task 2 discussion (or discuss both views and provide
your viewpoint) questions.. Is it right to discuss both sides equally and stating my view? Or some extra weight should be given to
my view? Comments for How do I answer an IELTS essay .... Discuss Both Views and Give Opinion Essay Sample. You should
spend about 40 minutes on this task. A growing number of people feel that animals should not .... IELTS Writing Task 2: How
to Structure a 'Discuss Both Sides' Essay. by Dave | Structuring ... can be learned. Discuss both views and give your own
opinion.. In this article, we shall understand all the information related to a very important essay type ‘discuss both views’ in the
IELTS writing test task 2. ... In the IELTS writing task 2, there are various kinds of essays. ... How to write a perfect BAND 9
essay based on the prompt ‘Discuss .... Writing Task 2 Discuss Both Views Essay Lesson. ... This lesson will help you answer
IELTS writing task 2 discussion (or discuss both views and give your opinion) questions. These particular questions require a
different approach to opinion essays because you have to discuss both sides .... IELTS Writing Task # Essay. Some people think
that teenagers should follow the example of older people. Others think that it is natural for .... both sides in a “Discuss both
views and give your opinion essay”, the reader already knows why you are writing about the view you don't agree with so you
don't .... Discuss both views and give your opinion. ... to organize discussion essays or essays that present two opposing views
and ask for your opinion.. Discuss both views essay IELTS: School Uniform. Расскажу на примере моего эссе как
анализировать две точки зрения на Band Score 8+. “Some high .... Writing Task 2 Discuss Both Views Essay Lesson Every
day we receive 100's of IELTS essays for correction from our students. Introduction.. discuss both views essays Name: discuss
both views essays Category: Study Published: vifearabvi1983 Language: English .... Discuss both views and give your own
opinion.' Model Answer. Some people think it is not a good idea for teachers to assign home study tasks to .... Discuss both
views and give your opinion. Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge or
experience. Write at least .... Discuss both these views and give your own opinion. People have different views about how much
choice students should have with regard to .... If you want to understand how to write an essay based on the question prompt
'discuss both views and give your opinion', then this article is for .... IELTS Writing Task 2 | DISCUSS BOTH VIEWS AND
GIVE YOUR OPINION ESSAY with JAY! 0% overall (0). 1 collection. Language .... Academic Writing Task 2 - Discuss Both
Views Essays: Education & Experience. Improve your Academic Writing with expert advice, feedback, and guided .... learn
how to structure your essays for any Writing task 2 question. ... to create a discuss both views and give your own opinion essay
worthy of a high band score .... This IELTS discussion essay sample answer is estimated at band 9. ... Both sides are clearly
discussed and the opinion is also clearly given. ... The books write, this essay will discuss both sides and give a concluding view
and rather give the ... b6161d3637 
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